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(57) ABSTRACT 
Correspondence Address: The present patent application concerns a Wind turbine com 
General Electnc CmnPa“? prising a hub and at least one rotorblade connected to the hub, 
GE Global Patent 0Peratl°n_ _ the hub and the at least one rotor blade forming a Wind rotor 
PO BOX 861, 2 Corporate Dl'lVe-i sulte 648 that is rotatable about a rotor axis that converts kinetic energy 
Shelt0n, CT 06484 (Us) of the Wind into another form of energy and rotatable about a 

yaW axis that changes the yaW of the rotor, the Wind turbine 
_ further comprising at least one sensing device that senses a 

(21) Appl' NO" 12/199’019 yaW moment of the Wind rotor and the Wind turbine being 
adapted to control the yaW of the Wind rotor depending on a 

(22) Filed: Aug. 27, 2008 signal of the sensor. 
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WIND TRACKING SYSTEM OF A WIND 
TURBINE 

BACKGROUND 

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a Wind turbine hav 
ing a hub and at least one rotor blade connected to the hub. 
Further it relates to a controller for a Wind turbine and a 
method for controlling a yaW angle of a Wind turbine. 
[0002] The measurement of the relative angle betWeen a 
rotor and a Wind direction or a Wind stream With a nacelle 

mounted measurement device is prone to errors. The in?u 
ence of turbulences caused by the rotor is disturbing the Wind 
vanes and therefore leading to an error in a yaW alignment. 
Also, the Wind direction is only measured locally in the height 
of the nacelle. It is currently not possible to measure a col 
lective angle representing the resulting relative yaW angle 
integrated over the complete rotor surface. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

[0003] In vieW of the above, a Wind turbine including a hub 
and at least one rotor blade connected to the hub is provided, 
the hub and the at least one rotor blade forming a Wind rotor 
that is rotatable about a rotor axis that converts kinetic energy 
of the Wind into another form of energy and rotatable about a 
yaW axis that changes the yaW of the Wind rotor, the Wind 
turbine further comprising at least one sensing device that 
senses a yaW moment of the Wind rotor and the Wind turbine 
being adapted to control the yaW of the Wind rotor depending 
on a signal of the sensor. 
[0004] According to a further aspect, a controller for a Wind 
turbine is provided including a hub and at least one rotorblade 
connected to the hub, the hub and the at least one rotor blade 
forming a Wind rotor that is rotatable about a rotor axis that 
converts kinetic energy of the Wind into another form of 
energy, the Wind rotor being rotatable about a yaW axis that 
changes the yaW of the Wind rotor, the controller being 
adapted to control a yaW depending on a signal of a sensing 
device sensing a yaW moment of the Wind rotor. 
[0005] According to a further aspect, a method that controls 
a yaW angle of a Wind turbine is provided, the Wind turbine 
including a hub and at least one rotor blade connected to the 
hub, the hub and the at least one rotor blade forming a Wind 
rotor that is rotatable about a rotor axis that converts kinetic 
energy of the Wind into another form of energy, the Wind rotor 
being rotatable about a yaW axis for changing the yaW of the 
Wind rotor, the method comprising: sensing a yaW moment; 
and controlling the yaW depending on the yaW moment. 
[0006] Further aspects, advantages and features are appar 
ent from the dependent claims, the description and the accom 
panying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0007] A full and enabling disclosure, including the best 
mode thereof, to one of ordinary skill in the art, is set forth 
more particularly in the remainder of the speci?cation, 
including reference to the accompanying ?gures Wherein: 
[0008] FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic draWing of a Wind turbine; 
[0009] FIG. 2 shoWs a schematic top vieW of the Wind 
turbine; 
[0010] FIG. 3 shoWs a perspective vieW of the Wind rotor of 
the Wind turbine; 
[0011] FIG. 4 shoWs a schematic graph of measured tor 
sional moments; 
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[0012] FIG. 5 shoWs a further schematic graph of measured 
torsional moments; 
[0013] FIG. 6 shoWs a schematic yaW control system of a 
Wind turbine; and 
[0014] FIG. 7 shoWs a How chart of a method for control 
ling a Wind turbine. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0015] Reference Will noW be made in detail to the various 
embodiments, one or more examples of Which are illustrated 
in the ?gures. Each example is provided by Way of explana 
tion, and is not meant as a limitation. For example, features 
illustrated or described as part of one embodiment can be used 
on or in conjunction With other embodiments to yield yet a 
further embodiment. It is intended that the present disclosure 
includes such modi?cations and variations. 
[0016] FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic draWing of a Wind turbine 
100. The Wind turbine 100 includes a toWer 110 onto Which a 
nacelle 120 is arranged. The nacelle 120 is rotatable about a 
yaW axis Y. The yaW axis Y is substantial vertical in an 
embodiment. Within the nacelle 120 a generator 125 for 
transforming a rotational energy into electrical energy is 
placed. A hub 130 is connected With a rotor shaft 127 to the 
generator. In further embodiments of Wind turbines the hub 
130 may be connected to the generator 125 via a rotor shaft 
127 and a gearbox (not shoWn). The hub is rotatable about a 
rotor axis X that is substantial horizontal in an embodiment. 
Three rotorblades 140 are connected to the hub 130. The rotor 
blades 140 and the hub 130 are forming a Wind rotor of the 
Wind turbine 100. In a typical situation, the nacelle 120 is 
rotated about the yaW axis Y such that the rotor axis X of the 
hub 130 is substantially parallel to a Wind direction. The Wind 
turbine 100 Works as folloWs. The Wind is imparting a torque 
on the Wind rotor due to a pro?led section of the rotor blades 
140. Therefore, the Wind rotor is rotating about its rotor axis 
X. The Wind rotor is then driving via the rotor shaft 127 the 
generator 125. The generator 125 is transforming the rotation 
into an electrical current. Hence, the kinetic energy of the 
Wind is transformed into electrical energy. 
[0017] The yaW of the Wind turbine 100 is in the depicted 
embodiment of FIG. 1 an angular position about the yaW axis 
Y of the nacelle 120. Generally, horizontal-axis Wind turbines 
have the rotor shaft 127 and electric generator 125 at the top 
of a toWer, and are pointed into the Wind W. 

[0018] In FIG. 2 a top vieW of a Wind turbine is shoWn. The 
same elements are numbered With the same reference num 
bers as in FIG. 1. The nacelle 120 is arranged With a yaW 
bearing 112 on the toWer 110. The yaW bearing 112 is adapted 
to alloW the nacelle 120 and therefore also the Wind rotor to 
rotate about the yaW axis Y. A yaW drive 115, also called 
aZimuth drive, rotates the nacelle 120 relative to the toWer 
110. The Wind turbine 110 may use a hydraulic and/or an 
electrical yaW drive 115. In the case of an electrical yaW drive 
often at least one electric motor is used. 

[0019] A yaW angle 0t is called the deviation of the rotor 
axis X from a Wind direction W (see FIG. 2). A substantial 
yaW angle a may cause a loss of poWer. If the rotor should 
fully capture the kinetic energy of the Wind, the Wind rotor 
should be oriented correctly to the Wind direction. That means 
that the yaW angle 0t should be about 0° degrees. Typically, a 
motor-driven yaW system of the nacelle, eg the aZimuth or 
yaW drive, has the task of reducing the yaW angle or automati 
cally orienting the Wind rotor into the Wind W. Some compo 
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nents of a yaW system may be located in the nacelle Whereas 
other parts of the yaW system may be located in the tower 1 10. 
[0020] To determine the yaW angle a, typically a Wind vane 
is used (see FIG. 1). The yaW drive 115 drives then the nacelle 
and therefore the Wind rotor into the Wind W. In an embodi 
ment the yaW drive 115 maintains the nacelle in the yaW 
position determined using the information about the Wind 
direction W. Further, in another embodiment in order to avoid 
the situation of the drive motors having to maintain a yaW 
moment after a completed yaWing, a yaW brake may be used. 
[0021] But, generally the Wind vane is placed behind the 
rotor. Thus, the Wind is strongly perturbed due to the rotation 
of the rotor and the passing of the rotor blades. 140. 
[0022] FIG. 3 shoWs a perspective vieW of the Wind rotor. 
For the sake of simplicity only the rotor and the rotor shaft 127 
are shoWn. The toWer 110 may be placed on the left side of the 
rotor shaft 127 such that the vieW of FIG. 3 corresponds to the 
Wind direction W of FIG. 2. The Wind impinges the Wind rotor 
and forces the rotor to rotate. Thus, a relative Wind direction 
impinges on each rotor blade 140. In detail, the relative Wind 
on each rotorblade 140 is combined the Wind W and a relative 
air stream due to the rotation of the rotor blade 140. There 
fore, the relative Wind for each blade and even for each blade 
segment is different. The relative Wind direction cause a tan 
gential force that provokes the rotation of the rotor and an 
axial force F (thrust). The arroWs depicted in FIGS. 2 and 3 
shoW only the direction of the axial force F and not a value of 
the force. In each position of the Wind rotor, the axial force F 
on the rotor blade 140 is different. The axial force F depends 
not only on the yaW angle 0t, but also on the rotational speed 
of the rotor, the Wind speed of Wind W, a pitch angle of each 
rotor blade 140, a form of the rotor blade, a rotational position 
of the rotor blade and/or a Wind shear. The Wind shear may 
depend on the place Where the Wind turbine is erected (the 
roughness of the surface), in Which height the rotor and/ or the 
hub have been installed and on the Wind speed. 
[0023] The axial forces F on the rotor blades 140 create a 
torsional moment in particular around the yaW axisY. If, for a 
certain given time substantially all torsional moments of the 
blades around the yaW are added, a resulting torsional 
moment M comes out. This resulting torsional M moment 
depend on the yaW angle 0t and may also depend on the 
rotational speed of the Wind rotor, a pitch angle of the rotor 
blades 140, the Wind speed of Wind W, the rotational position 
of the rotor blades 140. As all parameters With exception of 
the yaW angle 0t are knoWn, the yaW angle 0t may be deducted 
from the resulting torsional moment M. 
[0024] In FIG. 4 a resulting torsional moment M is shoWn in 
a simpli?ed graph. A period, and thus the time t1, corresponds 
to the time of a complete revolution of the rotor. As shoWn, the 
resulting torsional moment M may vary during a complete 
revolution around a certain value M0. The amplitude A of the 
variation around M0 may depend on the Wind strength, the 
form of the rotor blades 140, the pitch angle and/or the rota 
tional speed. As M0 is not close to Zero, it may be deducted 
that the Wind turbine is not perfectly aligned in the Wind 
direction and thus do not capture the maximum of energy out 
of the Wind. The value M0 depends among other knoWn 
values, eg the Wind strength, the form of the rotors blades, 
the pitch angle and/ or the rotational speed, on the yaW angle 
0t as unknown value. The other values listed above are knoWn 
values. To get an average value MW of M an integral of M 
about on period, i.e. the time of a complete revolution of the 
rotor (t1) may be calculated. If necessary, the value M may be 
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also integrated about several revolution of the rotor. In a 
further embodiment a mean value Mmean may be calculated 
about one or more periods to get M0. 

[0025] If the nacelle and therefore the Wind rotor are opti 
mally aligned With the Wind direction W, i.e. the yaW angle 0t 
is close to Zero, the resulting torsional moment M varies more 
or less around Zero (see FIG. 5). Thus, an integration about a 
period or several periods of the resulting torsional moment M, 
i.e. one or several revolutions of the rotor, or a calculation of 
a mean value Would lead to a value close to Zero. 

[0026] As the resulting torsional moment M depends not 
only on the yaW angle 0t but also on other values, in an speci?c 
embodiment the yaW angle 0t may be calculated from the 
average or mean value of the resulting torsional moment. 
Then, the yaW drive may be activated to reduce the yaW angle 
0t. The calculation of the yaW angle 0t may, in a further 
embodiment, not be necessary as the Mint or MMean may be 
used as input value for control of the yaW and either the value 
Mint or M Mean may be close to Zero in an optimal alignment of 
the rotor to the Wind. In an embodiment, the yaW drive of the 
Wind turbine may be controlled for example With a propor 
tional (P) controller, a proportional-integral (PI) controller or 
simply look-up table controls With either the yaW angle 0t, 
M. or MMean as value to control (or output value). A set point 
value for the P, PI or simply look-up table controls may be 
therefore the yaW angle 0t, Mint or MMean equal to Zero. 
[0027] The resulting torsional moment M around the yaW 
axis Y may be measured at the yaW bearing 112, eg using 
strain gauge, or less preferably using another sensor knoWn in 
the art, such as, for example, a pieZoelectric device. In another 
embodiment the resulting torsional moment M may be mea 
sured using the forces acting on the yaW drive 115. This may 
be done, in case of a electric yaW motor in measuring the 
armature current of the motor that is depending on the result 
ing torsional moment M, if no brakes are used for ?xing the 
yaW of the Wind turbine 100. In a further embodiment, one or 
more strain gauges may be placed on the rotor shaft 127 for 
measuring a bending moment on the rotor shaft 127. In 
another embodiment, the torsional moment on the toWer 110 
may be measured to deduce the resulting torsional moment 
M. In further embodiment, a proximity sensor at the rotor 
shaft 127 may be used to determine the resulting torsional 
moment M. In another embodiment, strain gauge equipped 
bolts in a hub-rotor shaft connection may be used. In a further 
embodiment, strain gauges in the blade roots may be used for 
measuring the torsional moment of a rotor blade 140. The 
measurement results may be further treated by a controller for 
determining the resulting torsional moment M. The yaWing 
moment may be also used to reduce the loads on the different 
components like the rotor shaft and the hub by adding inter 
dependent or independent pitch offsets to each rotor blade 
140. In an typical embodiment also one or more of the cited 
measurement methods may be used to determine the resulting 
torsional moment M. 

[0028] FIG. 6 shoWs a yaW control system With a controller 
200 for the yaW of the Wind turbine 100. The controller 200 
may be connected to a classical anemometry 150 for deter 
mining a general yaW angle. Further, the controller 200 is 
connected to a sensing device 210 for sensing the present 
resulting yaW moment M of the Wind turbine. This may be one 
or more sensors of the ones described here-above. In a further 

embodiment, one or several sensing devices are connected to 
the controller 200, and the controller 200 is computing from 
the sensed values the resulting yaW moment M of the rotor. 
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For example, the sensing device may be sensing the armature 
current of the yaW drive motor 115. Depending on the result 
ing yaW moment M, the controller may regulate the yaW of the 
Wind turbine 100. 

[0029] In FIG. 7 a How chart for controlling the yaW of the 
Wind turbine 100 is shoWn. First (step 1000), as already 
described a torsional moment M is measured using for 
example the measurement methods explained hereabove. In a 
next step (step 1010), as already With respect to FIGS. 4 and 
5, a mean or average torsional Moment Mint or MM,” is 
calculated. To avoid a too fast regulation of the yaW, and 
therefore of the yaW angle ot, the ?nal yaW moments that are 
continuously calculated by the controller 200 are loW pass 
?ltered. If a loW pass ?lter 202 is used, the step 1010 of 
calculation of a mean or average torsional moment Mint or 

MMean is not necessary, as the loW pass ?lter 202 Would cut off 
of the oscillations of the resulting torsional moment M. The 
cutoff frequency of the loW pass ?lter 202 may be chosen 
arbitrary, but may have a high time constant. For example the 
cutoff frequency may be 5.5><l0_3 HZ, more speci?cally 8.3x 
10'3 HZ. These frequency values correspond to a duration of 
approximately 3 minutes or 2 minutes, respectively. A loW 
pass ?lter is used to avoid a yaW adjustment at every squall or 
gust of Wind With a different direction than the generally 
predominant Wind direction W. After the ?ltering of the ?nal 
yaW moment, the resulting value may be checked for plausi 
bility. 
[0030] The ?ltered ?nal yaW moment is then used to control 
the yaW of the Wind turbine. This may be done With a knoWn 
control algorithm, e. g. closed loop controller, a P, PI or simply 
look-up table controls. In that case, the setpoint value may be 
a resulting torsional moment M equal to Zero for P, PI or 
simply look-up table controls. Or it may be done With a 
simple comparison of the ?ltered ?nal yaW moment With a 
predetermined value that may depend on the Wind strength. 
For example the predetermined value may be 3°. Thus, if the 
yaW angle remains beloW 3 degrees, the yaW system and thus 
the yaW drive 115 may not be activated. If the determined yaW 
angle 0t is above 3 degrees the yaW system may turn the 
nacelle about the yaW axis Y With a predetermined angle, in 
particular directly into the Wind. 
[0031] In a further embodiment, the Wind turbine uses the 
nacelle anemometry 150 to roughly drive the nacelle into the 
Wind. In operation of the Wind turbine, i.e. When the rotor of 
the Wind turbine is rotating, the measurement of the yaWing 
moment Will represent a yaW angle error 0t. Having a perfectly 
aligned rotor, the yaWing moment is near Zero and Will only 
shoW the moment resulting from an in-plane force perpen 
dicular to the Wind and parallel to the ground that is caused by 
the Wind shear. This in plane force is relatively small and may 
be neglected. The measurement of a bending moment in 
yaWing direction is used to ?ne tune the yaW position in a 
typical embodiment. Therefore, the actual bending moment 
has to be ?ltered With a high time constant. The resulting 
?ltered moment has to be checked for plausibility and then 
used to ?ne-tune the yaW position. A ?ne-tune routing Would 
override the yaW alignment routines using the anemometry 
150 When the turbine is operating. 

[0032] Thus, the measured bending moment signals could 
be used as addition to the nacelle anemometry or as a replace 
ment of the nacelle anemometry When the turbine is in opera 
tion. 
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[0033] Further, using a yaW adjustment method as 
described here-above, the accuracy of the yaW position is 
more accurate and thus the poWer capture of the Wind turbine 
is increased. 
[0034] This Written description uses examples to disclose 
the invention, including the best mode, and also to enable any 
person skilled in the art to make and use the invention. While 
various speci?c embodiments have been described, those 
skilled in the art Will recogniZe that the invention can be 
practiced With modi?cation Within the spirit and scope of the 
claims. Especially, mutually non-exclusive features of the 
embodiments described above may be combined With each 
other. The patentable scope is de?ned by the claims, and may 
include other examples that occur to those skilled in the art. 
Such other examples are intended to be Within the scope of the 
claims if they have structural elements that do not differ from 
the literal language of the claims, or if they include equivalent 
structural elements With insubstantial differences from the 
literal language of the claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A Wind turbine comprising a hub and at least one rotor 

blade connected to the hub, the hub and the at least one rotor 
blade forming a Wind rotor that is rotatable about a rotor axis 
for converting kinetic energy of the Wind into another form of 
energy and rotatable about a yaW axis for changing the yaW of 
the Wind rotor, the Wind turbine further comprising at least 
one sensing device that senses a yaW moment of the Wind 
rotor and the Wind turbine being adapted to control the yaW of 
the Wind rotor depending on a signal of the sensor. 

2. The Wind turbine according to claim 1, Wherein Wind 
turbine comprises a toWer, the Wind rotor being arranged on 
the toWer, Wherein the sensor is adapted to sense a bending 
moment of the toWer. 

3. The Wind turbine according to claim 1, Wherein the yaW 
axis is substantially vertical. 

4. The Wind turbine according to claim 1, Wherein the rotor 
axis is substantially horizontal. 

5. The Wind turbine according to claim 1, Wherein the Wind 
turbine comprise a rotor shaft, the Wind rotor being connected 
to the rotor shaft for rotating the rotor shaft about the rotor 
axis, Wherein the sensor is adapted to sense a bending 
moment of the rotor shaft in yaW direction. 

6. The Wind turbine according to claim 1, Wherein the Wind 
turbine comprise a yaW drive for rotating the Wind rotor about 
the yaW axis, Wherein the sensing device is adapted to sense 
the torque imparted by the rotor on the yaW drive. 

7. The Wind turbine according to claim 6, Wherein the yaW 
drive is an electric motor. 

8. The Wind turbine according to claim 7, Wherein the 
sensing device is an ammeter measuring the armature current 
of the motor. 

9. A controller for a Wind turbine comprising a hub and at 
least one rotor blade connected to the hub, the hub and the at 
least one rotor blade forming a Wind rotor that is rotatable 
about a rotor axis for converting kinetic energy of the Wind 
into another form of energy, the Wind rotor being rotatable 
about a yaW axis for changing the yaW of the Wind rotor, and 
the controller being adapted to control a yaW depending on a 
signal of a sensing device sensing a yaW moment of the Wind 
rotor. 

10. The controller according to claim 9, further comprising 
a loW pass ?lter adapted to ?lter the signal of the sensing 
device. 
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11. The controller according to claim 9, wherein the loW 
pass ?lter has a cutoff frequency of less than about 83x10“3 
HZ. 

12. The controller according to claim 10, further adapted to 
change the yaW of the Wind rotor if the ?ltered yaW moment 
exceeds a predetermined Value. 

13. The controller according to claim 9, Wherein the con 
troller is a PID or PI controller. 

14. A method that controls a yaW angle of a Wind turbine, 
the Wind turbine comprising a hub and at least one rotor blade 
connected to the hub, the hub and the at least one rotor blade 
forming a Wind rotor that is rotatable about a rotor axis that 
converts kinetic energy of the Wind into another form of 
energy, the Wind rotor being rotatable about a yaW axis that 
changes the yaW of the Wind rotor, the method comprising: 

Sensing a yaW moment; and 
Controlling the yaW depending on the yaW moment. 
15. The method according to claim 14, Wherein the sensed 

Values of the yaWing moment is loW pass ?ltered. 
16. The method according to claim 14, Wherein the sensed 

Values of the yaWing moment is loW pass ?ltered With a cutoff 
frequency of less than 83x10‘3 HZ. 
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17. The method according to claim 14, Wherein the sensed 
Value is checked for plausibility. 

18. The method according to claim 14, Wherein the yaW of 
the Wind rotor is controlled by a proportional control, a pro 
portional-integral control or look-up table control method 
using the yaW moment as an input Value. 

19. The method according to claim 18, Wherein a setpoint 
Value is a yaW moment or a yaW angle equal to Zero. 

20. The method according to claim 15, Wherein the yaW of 
the rotor is changed if the ?ltered yaW moment exceeds a 
predetermined Value. 

21. A Wind turbine comprising: 
a sensor; 

a blade connected to a hub; 

a rotor shaft rotating about a rotor axis; and 
the sensor adapted to sense a bending moment of the rotor 

shaft in a yaW direction, and a control to output a signal 
to control at least one operational parameter of the Wind 
turbine. 
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